Abstract-To plan efficient future PCS networks, indoor environments as well as outdoor environments must be considered. Users typically exhibit vertical motion through elevators and horizontal motion on building floors in indoor environments. A user on the way into or out of an elevator may experience difficulty in communicating with a base station (BS) due to large signal attenuation caused by the metal structure of the elevator, especially the door. The user also may suffer from handoffs as the user passes several floors during the course of a call as the elevator moves. It is necessary to overcome these problems related to elevators for indoor cell planning. In this paper, a nonmoving and two moving elevator-cell systems for a building are considered. The undesirable inter-floor handoffs while the user is inside the elevator of the nonmoving elevator-cell system (N-system) are eliminated by introduction of two moving elevator-cell systems: a simple moving elevator-cell system (S-system) and a proposed moving elevator-cell system (P-system). The S-system does not seamlessly maintain calls between an elevator and adjacent floors due to insufficient time when the elevator is open to complete the handoff, while the P-system seamlessly maintains calls using a macro diversity with a distributed antenna scheme. The movements of an elevator and users are modeled and the P-system is compared with the S-system in terms of the required number of channels. The P-system reduces the total required number of channels compared with the S-system under heavy traffic conditions. The elevator-cell system and modeling results can be used in the design of future indoor wireless systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
O NE objective of personal communications services (PCS) is to provide consistent connections for anyone, anywhere, and at any time. To plan efficient future PCS networks, both indoor and outdoor environments must be considered. Indoor environments are characterized by complex radio propagation which is affected by the location and composition of walls inside buildings and by three-dimensional (3-D) user movements, including vertical motion through staircases and elevators. Indoor cell structures must be designed considering both the aspects of radio propagation and user movement.
Studies on radio propagations and 3-D movements in indoor environments have been performed. Rappaport et al. [1] - [3] presented site-specific models considering the effects of walls, office partitions, floors, and building layout on path loss. Their site-specific models included measured signal loss due to common obstructions such as concrete walls, soft partitions, and floors. Riva et al. [4] , [5] proposed an analytical indoor model with evaluation of the digital European cordless telecommunication (DECT) system with this model. Saleh et al. [6] presented the results of indoor radio propagation measurements and proposed an indoor pico-cell system with distributed antennas. Kim et al. [10] , [11] modeled 3-D user movements including vertical motions through staircases in indoor environments and analyzed traffic based on this mobility model by extending a two-dimensional (2-D) mobility model [7] , [8] and a traffic model with user mobility [9] .
Although many users exhibit vertical motion inside elevators in high-rise buildings, there have been no studies regarding cell planning which take into account vertical motion in elevators. In reality, a conversing user on the way into or out of an elevator may experience difficulty in communicating with a base station (BS) due to a large signal attenuation caused by the metal structure of the elevator, especially the door. The user may also experience many undesirable inter-floor handoffs inside the elevator due to passing several floors during the length of the call. Therefore, it is necessary to design an elevator-cell system which supports seamless call connections with infrequent handoffs while a user moves into and out of elevators.
In this paper, a nonmoving and two moving elevator-cell systems for a building are considered. The undesirable interfloor handoffs while the user is inside the elevator of the nonmoving elevator-cell system (N-system) are eliminated by introduction of two moving elevator-cell systems: a simple moving elevator-cell system (S-system) and a proposed moving elevator-cell system (P-system). The S-system may not seamlessly maintain calls between an elevator and adjacent floors due to insufficient time when the elevator is open to complete the handoff, while the P-system seamlessly maintains calls using a macro diversity with a distributed antenna scheme. The S-system is checked whether to maintain consistent qualities passing through the elevator as the P-system does. The movements of an elevator and users are modeled, and then the P-system is compared with the S-system in terms of the required number of channels under heavy traffic conditions in a fixed channel allocation (FCA) scheme. This paper is organized as follows: Three elevator cell systems for indoor communications are presented in Section II which serve conversing users moving into or out of an elevator. Two moving elevator-cell systems are presented in Section III which may provide seamless communication and infrequent handoffs near elevators. The signal propagation between an elevator-BS and a floor-BS is modeled to see the possibility of the seamless communication of the S-system in Section IV. In Section V, the movement of an elevator and users are modeled and system traffic is analyzed with mobility in the moving elevator-cell systems. Conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. ELEVATOR-CELL SYSTEMS
Three elevator-cell systems are considered to seamlessly serve conversing users moving into/out of an elevator. Fig. 1 shows two kinds of systems: a nonmoving elevator-cell system and two moving elevator-cell systems.
A. Elevator-Cell Systems
The nonmoving elevator-cell system (N-system) does not have any radio transceivers inside elevators. A call originating user inside an elevator tries to communicate with a base station (BS) outside the elevator at an appropriate signal level, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . However, radio signals experience large signal attenuations caused by the metal structure of the elevator, resulting in unsuccessful call attempts. Even if the call succeeds, the user often experiences undesirable inter-floor handoffs as the user passes several floors during a call.
The two moving elevator-cell systems are taken into account which include the elevators in the elevator-cells. The simple moving elevator-cell system (S-system) has its own BS which serves users inside the elevator, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The proposed moving elevator-cell system (P-system) includes an elevator and its waiting region on each floor, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The waiting region is defined as the region immediately in front of the elevator doors where users wait for an elevator. These moving elevator-cell systems reduce significantly the undesirable inter-floor handoffs.
B. Mean Number of Handoff Calls
In the N-system a conversing user inside an elevator may experience inter-floor handoffs during a call. The mean number of handoff calls in the -story elevator is given by (1) where conversing users are assumed to be identically distributed on each floor and the destination floor is chosen with an equal probability. On the other hand, a conversing user in one of the S-system and the P-system may experience only two handoffs on the way into and out of an elevator.
C. Numerical Results
The nonmoving and moving elevator-cell systems are now compared in terms of the mean number of handoffs. Fig. 2 illustrates the mean number of handoffs per conversing elevator user assuming users experience consistent call qualities for both systems of -story buildings . The moving elevator-cell systems have better performance, in terms of the mean number of handoffs, than the nonmoving elevator-cell system in buildings taller than five floors.
III. MOVING ELEVATOR-CELL SYSTEMS
The two moving elevator-cell systems, the S-system and the P-system are described and compared. The P-system is shown which provides seamless handoffs with a small number of interfloor handoffs and reduces the total required number of channels under heavy traffic conditions compared with the S-system.
A. System Description
The S-system has its own BS which serves users inside the elevator, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . However, this system may have some problems in maintaining consistent call qualities during a handoff procedure between an elevator-cell and a floor-cell due to insufficient time when the elevator is open to complete the handoff. That is, as soon as the elevator door is closed, the elevator is surrounded by a metal structure and signals from the outside cannot penetrate the elevator. For successful handoffs on the way into or out of the elevator in this system, handoffs need to be completed while the elevator door is open. However, unavoidable delays may exist prior to handoff completions.
In the P-system an elevator-cell includes an elevator and its waiting region on each floor as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The waiting region is defined as the region immediately in front of the elevator doors where users wait for an elevator.
A distributed antenna scheme is used in this system. Simple radio functions including antennas and transceivers are installed in elevators and waiting regions. The main functions of user data processing including modulator/demodulator and controller, can be used near the elevator, for example, on the top of the elevator in Fig. 3 . Downlink messages are simulcast through all the antennas in the elevator-cell.
When a conversing user enters a waiting region from a floor-cell the user requires a handoff to the elevator-cell. When a conversing user leaves the waiting region in the reverse direction the user successively has a handoff process to the floor-cell. In this situation, the waiting region should be large enough to prepare for handoffs to the floor-cell. On the way into or out of the elevator with an open door, a user communicates through both the antennas of the waiting region and the elevator, thus maintaining a seamless connection.
B. System Characteristics
The P-system can maintain call qualities independently of whether an elevator door is open or closed and even can obtain diversity gain during movements between an elevator and a floor using a macro diversity with a distributed antenna. However, the S-system may have some problems in maintaining consistent call qualities during a handoff procedure between an elevator-cell and a floor-cell. Inter-floor handoffs in both systems are also eliminated by introduction of moving elevator-cells.
The P-system is more adaptable to traffic variations than the S-system. User movements on each floor vary according to time periods, causing traffic variations. User traffic shows similar patterns on all floors during normal traffic periods such as office hour, and user traffic concentrates on certain floors during heavy traffic periods such as meeting time, lunch time, and office-going/closing hours in office buildings. Since there can be many users in waiting regions on the heavy traffic floor, the serving cell on the floor requires a number of channels under heavy traffic conditions in the FCA scheme. Each floor-cell of the S-system requires a number of channels under heavy traffic conditions for each floor, while the elevator-cell of the P-system provides a number of channels under heavy traffic conditions for a floor. The required number of channels can be saved by combining the waiting regions and an elevator into the elevator-cell in the P-system. The P-system can also mitigate batch handoff call arrivals in an elevator-cell. All conversing users in waiting regions enter the elevator virtually simultaneously, and the elevator-cell in the S-system should be able to execute the handoff requests with batch arrivals within a short period of time. The elevator-cell in the P-system receives handoff requests at the instant that conversing users enter the waiting region of an elevator, and thus are not in a batch mode. A decrease in concurrent handoff call requests reduces handoff call failure, compared with the S-system.
IV. SIGNAL PROPAGATION MODEL
The S-system is checked using a signal propagation model whether to maintain consistent qualities passing through the elevator as the P-system does.
A. Signal Propagation Model
Received signal strength in land mobile communications varies according to mean path loss, shadowing, and Rayleigh fading (multipath fading). The signal strength for handoff detection is measured by sampling and averaging. The average values of signal strength do not depend greatly on whether Rayleigh fading is considered for a large number of samples [12] . Therefore, the path loss model without Rayleigh fading from a floor-BS is (2) where the shadowing loss is a zero mean normal random variable with a standard deviation of , is the distance from the transmitter, is the path loss at a reference distance of , and specifies the path loss behavior for a particular type of building [3] . The autocorrelation function of the shadowing process is assumed to be exponential [13] , [14] (3) where correlation between two points separated by , portable speed, and sampling time. The received signal strength level (RSS) from a floor-BS is modeled as the above signal propagation model (Fig. 4) . The RSS from an elevator-BS is modeled as a step function with a jump (Fig. 4) . This assumption is based on the fact that the signal strength level at any point inside the elevator is nearly identical and that conversing users who do not want to use the elevator should not hand off to the elevator-cell. Although Rayleigh fading is still present before averaging, it is not shown in Fig. 4 .
B. Handoff Delay
A handoff is processed through handoff detection and handoff execution procedures [15] . These procedures need to be executed sequentially, which causes inevitable delays. Fig. 4 illustrates signal strength levels from two BSs in floorand elevator-cells of the S-system for handoff detection. Original signal levels before averaging with a time axis are shown Fig. 4(a) . In order to reduce undesirable handoffs due to multipath fading, averaging with a window is required in the radio link measurement process. Fig. 4(b) and (c) shows the measured signal levels after averaging with a sliding window (size ) for conversing users into and out of the elevator, respectively. From these figures, we can see that handoff detection delay consists of both averaging and hysteresis delays. In the case of a moving average, the average measurement is set at a constant delay of because each average value has been obtained from past samples of size [12] . If window size is small, this insufficient average value would still retain a portion of multipath fading and cause unnecessary handoffs, resulting in both wireless and wired network loads. If window size is long, this excessive average value would smooth out a portion of shadowing and cause remarkable handoff delay, resulting in handoff failures. The reliable window size minimizing two conflicting design criteria: the number of handoffs and the handoff delay should be designed. According to [16] , 50 samples in 20-40 window are recommended for appropriate measurements where is the wavelength of carrier frequency. In low-tier systems such as 1) DECT; 2) the personal handyphone system (PHS); 3) the cordless telephone (CT2); and 4) the personal access communications system (PACS) with carrier frequencies near 2 GHz and portable speeds of 0.5 m/s, a window size of 6-12 s and a sampling time of 0.12-0.24 s are recommended.
After handoff detection a radio link transfer is finally executed. In the case of a global system for mobile communications (GSM), the handoff execution delay time is approximately 1 s [15] .
If the user's handoff is completed after an elevator door is closed ( ), the handoff attempt fails [ Fig. 4(b) ]. Otherwise, the attempt is successful. Similarly, the handoff fails if it is completed after the elevator door is closed ( ), as shown in Fig. 4(c) . Otherwise, it succeeds.
C. Numerical Results
The parameters used in evaluating the handoff call failure probability are listed in Table I . In this simulation, the transmit power of the floor-BS is set at 10 dBm and the received power inside the elevator from the elevator-BS is set at 41 dBm. The S-system is simulated for support of successful handoffs into or out of the elevator.
The S-system handoff call failure probabilities from a floorcell to an elevator-cell are shown in Fig. 5 . The ranges of window sizes in this figure are recommended values from Section IV-B. If the handoff call failure probabilities are higher than a handoff failure of 0.1%, the S-system may not provide seamless handoffs between an elevator and a floor for most low-tier systems. The S-system handoff call failure probabilities from an elevator-cell to a floor-cell are not shown since they make the similar results.
The window size for the reliable handoffs depends on signal propagations and portable speeds [12] , [14] , [17] - [20] . The increases of the path loss coefficient and the portable speed require the reduction of the window size to prevent the handoff failures due to the handoff delays. The increase of the shadowing standard deviation requires the increase of the window size to prevent unnecessarily frequent handoffs. Note that the above dependencies are meaningful under the sufficient numbers of samples and window sizes to eliminate multipath fading.
On the other hand, a different approach for seamless handoffs of the S-system could be to assume prompt decisions even if it may be wrong due to unreliable averaging. In general, this approach can not eliminate multipath fading having frequent signal level variations and yields many unnecessary handoffs, resulting in great burdens to the overall wireless and wired networks.
V. MOBILITY AND TRAFFIC MODELS
According to [24] , it is known that heavy traffic demands for elevators in office buildings may occur at a certain floor during heavy traffic periods such as meeting time, lunch time, and office-going/closing hours. In order to serve these traffic demands during heavy traffic periods, we model the movements of an elevator and users, and then analyze the system traffic based on the mobility model during a heavy traffic period. 
A. Assumptions
For mathematical simplicity we make the following assumptions.
• A -story building is considered.
• Users can board an elevator on a heavy traffic floor during a heavy traffic period (Figs. 6 and 7 ).
• An elevator runs between the first floor and the th floor periodically (Fig. 6 ): the elevator moves between the first and th floors because there are many users inside the elevator during heavy traffic periods. • Many users boarding on a heavy traffic floor leave the elevator on other floors because there are many users inside the elevator.
• Residence times in a nonwaiting region of a floor-cell of the S-system and in a floor-cell of the P-system are the same and are both exponentially distributed (Fig. 7 ).
• Users arrive in elevator/floor-cells of the S-and P-systems according to Poisson processes, regardless of conversing and nonconversing users [ Fig. 6(b) ].
• New and handoff calls arrive in elevator/floor-cells of both systems according to Poisson processes. • Call duration is exponentially distributed with a mean of . Cell residence time in an elevator-cell of the S-system is the moving time in an elevator, and the P-system time is the sum of the waiting time in a waiting region and moving time in an elevator both under the assumption that user staying time in a waiting region just after leaving an elevator is ignored.
It is first necessary to derive the distributions of waiting and moving times. 
B. Waiting Time
where is the heavy traffic floor during a heavy traffic period and the elevator stops twice on the intermediate heavy traffic floor . Then, the RTT of an ascending/descending elevator between two successive arrivals is a constant of RTT. The waiting time is the residual life time of the round trip time due to users' Poisson arrivals. [Fig. 6(b) ]. Therefore, the probability density function (pdf) of the waiting time is expressed as (5) where is the reciprocal of the mean round trip time and is the cumulative density function (cdf) of the round trip time.
The round-trip time is a constant (RTT) and the waiting time is uniformly distributed between 0 and RTT. Then, the Laplace transformation (LT) of its pdf is derived as (6)
C. Moving Time
The floor transition probabilities , , , , , of waiting users for an elevator on a floor are determined according to the destination floor . The user arrival rate on a heavy traffic floor is given in Fig. 7 . During a heavy traffic period when the th floor has a heavy traffic demand and the users on the floor choose the same destination floors, the pdf of the moving time is derived as follows:
where . Heavy traffic demands can occur on the first floor at officegoing hour, on the cafeteria floor during the latter half of lunch time, and on the specific floor at the closing of a meeting or lecture. The LT of the pdf of the moving time is given by (8)
D. Blocking Probability
Lin et al. [22] , [23] proposed a traffic analysis scheme by considering a general distribution function of cell residence time which was flexible enough to accommodate various cell environments. This type of traffic analysis can be used to investigate the effect of mobility on elevator/floor-cells of the S-and P-systems, if only the call arrival rate and the cell residence time are known. The blocking probability in an elevator-cell of the P-system is obtained here.
A channel assigned to a new call is released if the call is completed or the user leaves the elevator-cell. The channel holding time of a new call is given by (9) where is the call duration and is the duration between a call arrival and the conversing user's cell departure. The mean channel holding time of a new call is derived as (10) where and are the LT of pdf and the mean value of the cell residence time, respectively. Similarly, the channel holding time of a handoff call is given by (11) where is the duration between a conversing user's cell arrival and departure. The mean channel holding time of a handoff call is expressed as (12) Let the traffic load be erlangs/user. Then, the handoff call arrival rate in the elevator-cell is (13) where is the total user arrival rate in the elevator-cell. If the new call blocking probability and the handoff call failure probability are given, the new call arrival rate can be expressed as (14) In the nonpriority scheme between the handoff call and the new call, and the elevator-cell system is a -server blocking system with general service times (M/G/c/c queue). The equivalent traffic load with mobility of the elevator-cell is given by (15) The equivalent traffic load in (15) Since the blocking probability for an M/G/c/c queue is the same as for an M/M/c/c queue, it can be obtained as (17) From the iteration, the blocking probability for an elevator-cell of the P-system, can be obtained.
E. Numerical Results
The traffic with mobility in elevator/floor-cells of the P-system during a heavy traffic period is analyzed and the total required number of channels in the P-system is compared with the S-system using an example.
In order to analyze the traffic model numerically the following assumptions are made.
• A 10-story building is considered.
• Heavy traffic demands occur on the first floor.
• The height of each floor is 4 m.
• An elevator runs with a constant speed of 2 m/s between stops.
• The time at each stop is 6 s.
• Traffic load is 0.2 erlangs/user.
• Residence times in the nonwaiting region of a floor-cell of the S-system and in a floor-cell of the P-system are both exponentially distributed with a mean of 40 s. Fig. 8 . Blocking probability for an elevator-cell on a heavy traffic floor of the P-system during a heavy traffic period. Fig. 9 . Blocking probability for a floor-cell on a heavy traffic floor of the P-system during a heavy traffic period.
• Users arrive in elevator/floor-cells of the S-and P-systems according to Poisson processes, regardless of conversing and nonconversing users.
• Call duration is exponentially distributed with a mean of 120 s.
• Blocking probability constraint is 1%.
• Both systems consist of one elevator-cell and 10 floorcells. Fig. 8 shows the blocking probability for an elevator-cell on a heavy traffic floor of the P-system versus the user arrival rate in the elevator-cell during a heavy traffic period. As the number of channels increases, the blocking probability decreases. When a user arrival rate (Fig. 7) is 0.2 users/s, 9 channels are required. For a user arrival rate of 0.2 users/s, the call arrival rate is 0.04 calls/s. Fig. 9 illustrates the blocking probability for a floor-cell on a heavy traffic floor of the P-system versus the user arrival rate in the floor-cell during a heavy traffic period. Six channels are required for a user arrival rate of 0.2 users/s.
The S-system and the P-system are compared in terms of the required number of channels for the elevator-cell to meet a blocking probability constraint of 1%. For a user arrival rate of 0.2 users/s, nine and six channels are required in the S-system and the P-system, respectively (Table II) . The elevator-cell in the P-system requires three additional channels to serve 10 waiting regions.
The S-and P-systems are compared in terms of the required number of channels for a floor-cell. For a user arrival rate of 0.2 users/s, nine and six channels are required in the S-system and the P-system, respectively (Table II) .
Elevator-cell systems must be implemented considering heavy traffic conditions of each floor in the FCA scheme. In this case the total required numbers of channels are 96 and 69 in the S-system and the P-system, respectively (Table II) . The result shows that the P-system can reduce the required number of channels under heavy traffic conditions, compared with the S-system, and that it is more adaptable to traffic variations.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Three elevator-cell systems were considered to serve conversing users moving into or out of elevators. Apart from the nonmoving elevator-cell systems, two moving elevator-cell systems, the S-and P-systems reduce significantly the mean number of handoffs while the user is inside the elevator.
Two moving elevator-cell systems were described and compared. In the S-system, an elevator-cell includes an elevator only. Seamless call service is prevented for mobile users moving between an elevator and a floor due to insufficient time when the elevator is open to complete the handoff. In the P-system an elevator-cell includes an elevator and its waiting regions on every floor using distributed antenna ports at the elevator and waiting regions. Seamless call service is maintained for mobile users moving between an elevator and a floor by use of a macro diversity with a distributed antenna scheme in which inter-floor handoffs are eliminated by including the elevator in this moving elevator-cell. The required number of channels can be reduced under the heavy traffic conditions by combining waiting region on every floor into an elevator-cell in a FCA scheme. In addition, a decrease in concurrent handoff call requests reduces handoff failures, compared with the S-system elevator-cell.
The S-system was checked using a signal propagation model whether to maintain consistent qualities passing through the elevator as the P-system does. The received signal strength levels (RSS) between an elevator-BS and a floor-BS is first modeled as users are moving between two BSs. The S-system handoff call failure probabilities between two BSs are shown under the range of the recommended window sizes for reliable handoffs. If the handoff call failure probabilities are higher than a handoff failure of 0.1%, the S-system may not provide seamless handoffs between an elevator and a floor for most low-tier systems.
The movements of an elevator and users were modeled and the S-and the P-systems were compared using traffic analysis with mobility during a heavy traffic period. The blocking probabilities are first obtained for the elevator/floor-cells of the proposed P-system. Numerical results show that nine channels are required in the elevator-cell for a blocking probability constraint of 1% and a user arrival rate in the elevator-cell of 0.2 users/s. The performance of both the S-and P-systems is compared in terms of the total required number of channels under heavy traffic conditions in the FCA scheme. Result shows that the proposed P-system can save 27 channels compared with the S-system.
The proposed elevator-cell system and modeling results can be used in the design of future indoor wireless systems.
